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LAST WEEK OF THE GENERAL CONFERENCE

O

n Friday, March 26, the General Conference, which has
brought together in Rome, since March 8, the superiors
of the 26 Administrative Units of the Institute,
comes to an end. During this week, the participants have continued their reflection on the
Global Family, trying to highlight what are
the intuitions for the future.
Monday, the brothers addressed the
topic of child protection in Marist institutions. Brothers Óscar, Ben and Ken,
General Councilors, prepared the day
by highlighting how Marist leaders can
respond to victims/survivors of abuse
and to brothers accused of abuse. Fr. Tim
Brennan, Missionary of the Sacred Heart,
reflected with the participants on how to provide long-term care for victims/survivors and Brothers
accused of such crimes.

On Tuesday, Brother Ernesto invited the participants to reflect
on what would be the fruits that can be harvested from the
reflections made during the meeting. He said that
the best gift that the superiors and the General
Council can give is the vision, to keep the
vision alive. And he asked them, “what
is the vision that springs from ‘looking
beyond’?”
That same reflection continued on
Wednesday. Thursday will be a special
day: the participants will be received by
Pope Francis at the Vatican in a private
audience. The conclusion of the Conference will be on Friday, with Mass celebrated
by Cardinal João Braz de Aviz, prefect of the
Congregation for Institutes of Consecrated Life and
Societies of Apostolic Life at the Vatican.
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BRAZIL

EDUCATORS PARTICIPATE IN THE
“EVANGELIZATION WITH CHILDREN” COURSE

M

ore than 200 educators from the three
Marist Provinces of
Brazil (Brasil Centro-Norte,
Brasil Sul-Amazônia and
Brazil Centro-Sul) participated on March 8 in the
inauguration of the Extension
Course “Evangelization with
Children”, promoted by the
Marist Union of Brazil (UMBRASIL).
The course lasts 17 weeks
and is carried out through
the MOODLE platform. 210
places have been offered: 70
for each Province.
The course aims to provide
theoretical-methodological
and practical alignment in
evangelizing and children’s
pastoral. This is addressed to
the Mission Advisors, Pedagogical Coordinators of initial and
primary education, Mission Agents and Catechists, in order
to guarantee evangelizing education and the identity of the
charism in the Marist network of schools in the country.

TIMOR LESTE
After a 17-month ‘in-country’ Novitiate program (5 months pre-novitiate
and almost 12 months of the canonical novitiate), the Baucau novices
have packed up their belongings and
headed to Sri Lanka to complete their
novitiate program. The reopening of
the Sri Lankan international border in
December enabled the visa process to
begin and after 3 months, the novices
received the good news of their successful application.
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The first week was one of
welcome and setting. In
the following 16 weeks, the
development of the modules
and the interaction on the
platform began: participants
can watch recorded classes,
participate in debates and
discussions in the forums,
read and carry out evaluation activities, in addition to
preparing the work final.
The 4 planned modules deal
with the following themes:
identity, religious potential of
the child, paths and pastoral
action with children.
This course responds to the
calls launched by the UMBRASIL documents, which
ask to establish a dialogue
between the pedagogical and pastoral areas, and to make
the formation of the protagonists of education fundamental.
More information on the UMBRASIL website
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news in brief

Asia-Oceania
Last March 14, the Asia laity leaders
met with Nathan Ahearne, member
of the Extended Secretariat of the
Laity from Australia for a preliminary
discussion and initial planning on the
proposed Inter-Regional Forum on Lay
Vocation. A target of 25 participants
from Oceania and 25 from Asia are
expected and the proposed date to
commence the process will be on the
26th of April. Succeeding sessions will
be conducted as scheduled.

CASA GENERAL

THE GENERAL CONFERENCE
OF PROVINCIALS INTERACT
WITH THE MARIST GLOBAL
NETWORK OF SCHOOLS

Vietnam
There are 4 community members
in Cu Chi, plus 6 special members.
The special members are 1 Aspirant, 2 Novices preparing to move
to the Tudella Novitiate, Sri Lanka,
and 3 brothers preparing to be sent
to West Bengal, India, and to the La
Valla Home, Thailand). The young
brothers teach English to the youth in
the parish and to the children living
around this community and they are
considering providing catechesis in
the near future.

Spain
On March 18 and 19 a course on
“Prevention and Intervention in Child
Sexual Abuse” was held at the Marist
house of Xaudaró (Madrid). It was attended by an average of 20 educators
from the provinces of Compostela,
Ibérica and Mediterránea. The course
was organized by the research group
of the Centro Universitario Cardenal
Cisneros “Protection and positive
development of minors”.

Chile
On Tuesday morning, March 15, the
first meeting of the year of the Coordinators of Evangelization of the Chile
Sector was held through the Google
Meet platform. And the following day
the first meeting of this year was held
with the Content Managers of the
twelve Marist schools of the Sector.

T

he day 14th of March 2022 witnessed the interaction between the
Administrative Units leaders, the
General Council and the team from the
Secretariat for Education and Evangelization. The goal of the interaction was
to x-ray the programs and projects of
the secretariat based on the calls of the
General Chapter, the strategic plan of the
General Administration and the action
plan guiding the Secretariat.
Special updates were given on Champagnat Global where the participants were
enlightened on all the activities leading
to the creation of this Network of Schools
which serves as one way of journeying
together in the mission. Highlights of
the presentation touches the various
activities of the Network and numerous
creative and innovative things ongoing
on the Agorá platform. The platform as
a service arm of the Champagnat Global
is forum for the interaction of the Marist
global school community on topical
issues of interest.
The participants were given enough time
to discuss in groups on their impression

about the launch of the Network, the
challenges they foresee for the network
and finally what they think will be the
way face those challenges together as
a family. The general feedback shows
that all are on board and supporting the
network to grow not just at a global level
about also at the grassroot level.
The Provincials received the brochure
of the Marist Global Network Schools
Itinerary, which is available on the Champagnat Global website and will be very
useful for those who want to know how
the project is developing.
To end the session, the director of the
Secretariat, Brother Carlos Alberto Rojas
introduced the Global Map of Marist
schools to all the participant and requested that they be the ambassadors in the
promotion of identification with the map,
encourage all Marist schools to do same
and to forward photos to the Champagnat Global team to share with the others.
There was a moment for a group photo
of all the leaders with the Global Map of
Marist School showing their commitment
and support for the project.
24 I MARCH I 2022
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PROVINCE OF COMPOSTELA

PROVINCE AND THE INTERNATIONAL FORUM
ON THE LAY MARIST VOCATION

T

he Province of Compostela has carried out the
provincial stage of the International Forum on
the Lay Marist Vocation at the end of February,
in Valladolid. There were 22 participants. During the
event, they spoke about their Marist experiences and
reflected together on the following aspects:
• To deepen the understanding of the Marist vocation
with particular emphasis on the lay Marist vocation.
• To review and offer processes and itineraries of
formation, and accompaniment of the lay vocation.
• To reflect and propose possible forms of connection
to the Marist charism.
• To know, reflect, explore, and propose possibilities
of juridical structures (civil and canonical) for the
Marist laity.
Br. Lisardo García, coordinator of the Marist Life Team, made
a historical tour of the province, the different processes
and itineraries of formation, and accompaniment of the lay
vocation: IDEMs, CEM, HEE, Pastoral Juvenil… and about the
approach with which the Marist Life Itinerary is being developed now. From there, we reflected on the elements of these
processes and those elements that must be present in the
itinerary.
On the other hand, guided by Patricia Cuesta, a member of
the Marist Life Team, the participants spoke about their experiences, environments and people that enable and support the
development of personal vocation.
In the same way, coordinated by Eladio Díez – head of the Lay
Team and member of the Marist Life Team -, the participants
had the opportunity to learn about current lay legal structures present in different congregations close to the Marist
reality. Among these were present: José Miguel Rodríguez,
belonging to the Emmaus Lasallian Community of Valladolid;
Mayte Ballaz César and José Ignacio Hualde (married couple),
members of the San Fermín fraternity in Pamplona. Both
are linked to the Marist charism; Laura Terradillos Bilbao,
Salesian Cooperator, member of the Provincial Council of San
Francisco Javier.
For her part, Rita Silva – member of the Laity Team -, guided
the participants on the importance of existing bonds in our
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lives, and how they are nurtured. And from that perception,
they reflected on how the link would be in the reality of the
province of Compostela.
During his participation, Brother Máximo Blanco, Provincial
Superior of Compostela, reflected on the lay Marist vocation
at the level of the Institute. Subsequently, the participants
prioritized the following proposals to care for and enhance the
lay Marist vocation in the Province and in the Marist Institute.
Guidelines proposed for the Province
1) To strengthen Marist life through open local communities
with common structures of animation.
2) To promote the training and accompaniment of facilitators
of processes, groups and individuals.
3) To create a provincial structure for orientation and support
for local groups.
4) To promote the formation of formators and Companions.
Guidelines proposed for the Institute
1) To exchange of experiences of formation and accompaniment of the laity at the level of the Institute.
2) To design the formation of formators at the Institute level to
ensure common lines in lay processes.
3) To reflect on a flexible structure that includes brothers and
laity.
4) To reflect on an international associative model with different paths to generate life and care for the Marist charism.
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marist world
PARAGUAY: MARIST LAY COMMUNITY FROM
HORQUETA

SPAIN: COLEGIO SANTA MARÍA MARISTAS,
TOLEDO

ARGENTINA: COLEGIO SAGRADO CORAZÓN:
95 YEARS OF MARIST PRESENCE IN SAN
FRANCISCO

BRAZIL: COLÉGIO MARISTA PALMAS

NIGERIA: HUMAN CAPACITY BUILDING WORKSHOP
FOR MARIST BROTHERS’ JUNIORATE (MBJ) UTURU

SRI LANKA: MARIST CHAMPAGNAT ASSOCIATION
LEADERSHIP PROGRAM – NEGOMBO

Br. François, First Superior General of the Marist Institute

The grandfather-figure
Notre Dame de l’Hermitage transformed into a Juniorate
51.

As director of the Hermitage, Brother François led a regular and quiet, one might even say contemplative, life.
He tended part of the garden, looked after the brothers in the infirmary and devoted much time to prayer. He did
not shirk any work and accepted to remain superior of the house and of the students. He was obliged to preside
at all community events, both prayers and meals, and he continued to teach religion classes.
He insisted on things but he was kind to the trainees, knew each one by name and knew how to guide them
with timely advice. It was they who began to call him affectionately “grandfather”. Every Sunday, he presided
over reading out the novices’ marks and took advantage of this occasion to encourage them to do all things to
please God and the Blessed Virgin.
To give just one example, a Brother later recalled the time when he arrived as a postulant at the Hermitage: “He
wanted to see all the postulants who had recently arrived during his absence. It was to get to know them. In my
case, when it was my turn, I went into the Superior’s room excited but a little afraid. What’s your name? How old
are you? Where are you from? Are you settling in? Is there anything in the house that you find difficult? Are you
sleeping well? etc.”. He asked these questions with an almost maternal kindness. I felt touched. I was about to go
on my way for the next to take my place, when he held me back to ask me the following question, “My son, do you
join in the four o’clock?” I hesitated to answer, for I did not quite understand what he meant by the expression:
“Do you join in the four o’clock?”. Then he changed the wording of the question to make it easier for me: “Do you
have a snack at four o’clock?” he said with a smile. To my affirmative answer, he added paternally: “Eat more, my
son, you need to build yourself up because you are very thin. That is a defect that you will fix up, I am sure”.
That little chat with the first Superior of the Institute left a certain something deep inside that I treasured. I felt
a deep joy as I went out to join my companions.”
Other episodes
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EAST TIMOR

122 BACAU STUDENTS GRADUATED AS TEACHERS AT ICFP

T

he 16th Graduation ceremony of Instituto
Católico para a Formação de Professores
(ICFP – Catholic Institute for Teacher
Training), a Marist Teachers’ College in Bacau
– East Timor, was held on 5th March, in the
presence of over 700 persons in the “Merkadu”
the central assembly hall.
The gathering commenced with a special
Mass led by Father Manuel da Silva Ximenes.
After the Mass, the formal induction of 122
graduates began. Father Avelino Lemos, the
representative of the Diocesan Administrator
and Governor of the College, and Father Alipio
Pinto Gusmão, led the opening prayer and Br
Paul Gilchrist welcomed the special guests, families and the
students.
Father Avelino presented the Bachelor of Teaching degree to
62 students of the Baccalaureate; he also awarded the Bachelor of Education (Licentiate) to 60 students. The students were
slightly overcome with joy by the occasion.
The guest speakers for the occasion were the Director General
of Tertiary Education, Dr Maria Philomena Lay, and the former
Timorese Ambassador to the United States, his excellency
Constansio da Conceiҫão Pinto. Both stressed the importance of
education and the role of competent and enthusiastic teachers
for the future development of the country. Br Paul presented
each with a traditional tais, a decorative cloth given to guests

GENERAL HOUSE

on important occasions.
Bachelor graduate, Beatriz Freitas, spoke on behalf of the
graduates and thanked especially the parents and the ICFP
staff for the support that they had given to the students, over
the journey.
The two-hour ceremony concluded with a short prayer, a song,
“Iha dadeer kmanek furak ida ne’e”, (This is a beautiful morning, today), and a final blessing from Father Avelino.
The ICFP, accompanied by a community of three Brothers (two
from the Province of Australia and one from the Province of
Brasil Centro-Norte), has 237 students, divided into two courses: 186 attend the three years of the baccalaureate and 51 are
students of the degree course, which also lasts three years.

PATHWAYS RENEWAL IN MANZIANA
Brothers are arriving this week in Manziana for the first
in-person formation program since the pandemic began in
March 2020. The Pathways/Senderos renewal is offered
for Brothers in their midlife years and this year’s group will
have 19 participants from the Americas, Europe, Africa and
Asia.
Brothers Antonio Peralta, Xavier Barcelo and Michael Sexton will be their guides from March 20 until June 12.
As well as workshops and personal time, the program will
include a pilgrimage to the Hermitage in France and a time
walking the Camino of St Francis of Assisi.
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PRAYER FOR PEACE

UKRAINE AND THE MARISTS OF CHAMPAGNAT
“In the name of God, stop this massacre! This
is how forceful Pope Francis was on the second
Sunday of Lent. We, Marists of Champagnat, also
want to join the Pope’s cry and, particularly, the cry
of millions of people who suffer the horror of war.
Not only do we join in this desperate cry, but we
also want to take concrete steps to stand with our
suffering brothers and sisters.
Pope Francis, in his message after the Angelus
prayer on the 13th, was clear in his proposal:
“Faced with the barbarity of the killing of children,
innocents and defenceless civilians… the only thing
to do is to put an end to the unacceptable armed
aggression…”. Yes, let us join those who call for an
end to all violence. Let us join those, Christians and
people of goodwill, who are working for the earliest possible
congregation and in collaboration with other ecclesial and
end to the drama of war, violence and senselessness. Let us
civil institutions. We are called to be resolute in defending the
join anonymous individuals and organisations to help as quickly dignity of those who suffer. We are called to respond to the
and effectively as possible. In the Marist
calls of children and young people in
world, especially in Europe, we are finding
the peripheries, and perhaps there is no
prophetic and determined responses to
greater periphery than that produced by
help. Proposals from individuals, families,
war. For “poor children are the reason
Truly I tell you,
centres and communities. Proposals orwhy we exist and why we were creatwhatever
you
did
for
ganised by our Administrative Units, either
ed”. Our Constitutions also remind us of
as their own initiatives or by joining other one of the least of
this call to respond (52) as Marcellin did
congregations or institutions.
in his time (59).
these my brethren,

,,

you did for me

At the invitation of Pope Francis, refugees
are already being welcomed. Thousands
of children, women and elderly people are
running from the horror of war. The Marist
response is already responding to the concrete needs of people
who have had to flee: welcome in Marist communities, opening
of premises, campaigns to collect money and basic necessities,
offers of collaboration, etc. The 5 Marist Provinces of Europe
are already responding to this emergency, as are our NGOs.
Greece, Portugal, Belgium, Romania, Italy… the list of Marist
presences that are mobilising is growing every day. Brothers
and Lay Marists of Champagnat, we cannot forget that “in
refugees, Christ is present” and “The Lord Jesus awaits you in
each one of them” (Rule of Life, 32).

Responding boldly
Today we continue to be called to realise the 5th call of the
22nd General Chapter: “Responding boldly to emerging needs”.
We are called to do so personally and as an Institute, as a

,,

We would like to take this opportunity
to thank all the Marists of Champagnat
who have already mobilised, individually
or in groups. A wave of solidarity is
being felt and experienced throughout the Institute, as a global
family. These days, at the General Conference, we feel close to
those who are suffering the painful consequences of war, both
in Ukraine and in other parts of the world.
Mt 25,40.

Prayer for peace
Pope Francis specifically asks all communities, diocesan and
religious, to increase “our moments of prayer for peace”. We
invite you, as you read these lines, to take a few minutes to
pray for peace. We invite you to promote a moment of prayer
for peace, with your family, with your community, with your
Christian group. So, act and pray, pray and collaborate!
With adults: English | Español | Français | Português
With children and young people: English | Español | Français |
Português
24 I MARCH I 2022
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GENERAL HOUSE

21 MARCH: INTERNATIONAL DAY OF FORESTS

"L

ife breaks through“. This was the title of a
friend’s photograph.
We start from the premise shared by
many of us. Life is making its way, even against our
will, or against our actions, or against our “lack” of
actions.
The International Day of Forests is celebrated every
year on 21 March since 2012, although this theme
has been taken into account previously in reflections on the environment.
This article, like others we have written, joins the
main objective of this celebration, which is to raise
awareness of the necessity of nature, of forests, for
the life of all living beings including humans.
Fortunately, in recent years, we have witnessed a growing
awareness that has led to concrete measures being taken to
protect our natural spaces. These concrete measures come
from individuals, associations, civil society groups, organisations linked to Christian life, and even from governments and
supra-governmental bodies themselves. In number 58 of Laudato Si, Pope Francis speaks to us about the positive practices
that are already being developed, although he also points out
that there is still a long way to go (as we find in numbers 146
and 192 of the same encyclical).
The existence of these great natural spaces, the forests, is
a necessity for all of us. The lives of hundreds of plant and
animal species depend on them. The lives of millions of people
depend directly on them (providing food, medicine, energy…).
Forests balance the ecosystem throughout the planet, and
therefore the lives of those of us who also live far from these
natural spaces. Forests are necessary for the present and
indispensable for the future.
The Marists of Champagnat, for some years now and in many
places of the Institute, have been especially committed to the
care of “our common home”, and this also implies the care of
natural spaces. Many Provinces, and many local Marist realities, have already begun to implement action plans to care for

the planet and to promote sustainable development.
Recycling, responsible consumption, the installation of renewable energy systems, energy saving… are some of the
measures that favour the care of nature. Joining plans and
projects led by other organisations and networking will make
our concrete actions more significant.
Just a few days ago, during the General Conference that is
taking place in Rome during this month of March, we presented
a brief information on Laudato Si to all the Provincials gathered
here. It was a time to further deepen our reflection on integral
ecology, and a time to dream together about how to grow in
this theme in the Institute, in the Provinces, and in our communities and works.
Indeed, life is opening up. The question for us, Marists of
Champagnat, could be: How, in a concrete way, do I allow
life to break through? Let us make our spaces and environments, throughout the Marist world, a place where “life breaks
through”.
Let us join, then, in the Pope’s invitation to “collaborate as
God’s instruments for the care of creation, each one from his
or her own culture, experience, initiatives and abilities” (LS 14).
Br. Ángel Diego – Secretariat of Solidarity

Institute of the Marist Brothers General House
Piazzale Marcellino Champagnat, 2 - Rome, Italy - comunica@fms.it
Website			
http://www.champagnat.org
YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/user/champagnatorg
Facebook		 https://www.facebook.com/fmschampagnat
Twitter			
https://twitter.com/fms_champagnat
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